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Biodynamical Electro-Chirogramme

for a detailed, verifiable and reproducible bioenergetical diagnosis of 42 organs within 1 minute
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It is known from reflexology that certain parts of the hand have an energetic link to the organs of the body. According to ancient Eastern healing science, the individual zones on the hand are connected not only with the body organs and the consciousness, but also with colour and the subtle energy centres. The art of hand diagnosis plays an important medical, spiritual and prognostic role in the Asian culture. In ancient Chinese and Indian medical systems, diagnosis and therapeutic recommendations are made based on information gained through certain areas of the face, ear, foot and hand – the so-called reflex zones. The consistency, colour, wrinkles and form of the skin reveal on the energy level of the body organs and the psyche. Neural therapy also works through the reflex zones of the skin.

The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® is based on the latest computer technology combined with the scientific basis of the reflex zone and meridian teachings. The hand sensor is a refined receiver for biomedical signals, which are taken from the reflex zones of the hand’s palm. The absorption of the signals is done by putting the hand on a set of sensor pegs of high conductivity furnished on an electronic circuit board.

Opposite to the Kirlian photography method that works with high frequencies, only low frequency currents are used on the Biopulsar® for the measurements of the skin resistance. Through this method it is guaranteed that during the measuring, the body cannot be inflicted with any harmful or disturbing impulses or manipulated by single probe point measuring systems.

System requirement for Biopulsar-Reflexograph®
- Windows XP, Vista & Seven
- Minimum 100 MB free space on the hard disk
- Colour screen.
THE BIOPULSAR IS USED FOR
- Holistic diagnosis of body and psyche
- Pain diagnosis (8 patterns of pain)
- Chromoregulation Colour Therapy
- Therapy control
- Disease prevention
- Remedy and product testings

FIELDS OF APPLICATION
- Holistic medical and dental clinics
- Naturopathy
- Cancer clinics
- Psychotherapy
- Management & life counseling
- Holistic health & beauty centres
- Spas and wellness hotels
- Anti-Aging and cosmetic institutes
- Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)
- Ayurveda clinics
- Research institutes

Modular System Variations
of Hardware and Software
The modular Biopulsar® System offers an individual composition of hardware and software. Available are sensors for 1, 2 or 3 hands for the left and/or right palm and different software modules.

The Biopulsar - Reflexograph® offers
- Dynamical biofeedback diagnosis of 42 organ zones of the palm simultaneously offering a detailed syndrom diagnosis of the organ network.
- Vitality graph giving precise indication of stress potential, acute or chronical processes.
- The green harmony line showing the energetical deviations from the healthy state.
- Longtime measurings for comparison before and after the therapy, suitable for therapy control, product and remedy testing.
- Dynamical biofield (aura) measurings of the whole body and each individual organ. The aura colours do not only indicate precisely the physical state of an organ, but also give much information on the psychological constitution.
- Dynamical presentation of the chakras with mathematical evaluation and text analysis as per ayurveda
- Recording and replay functions for therapeutical sessions.
- Database for establishing an individual repertory
- Connection for a digital camera.
- Assistant Software like the Great Holistic Therapy Assistant and Chromalive® Colour Regulation Therapy
- and much more ...
Auramed offers different product packages for therapy, wellness and beauty treatment. All Biopulsar-Reflexograph® product packages can be upgraded in hardware and software as per your personal requirement. They are fitted in attractive high-quality carrying cases and have instruction booklets included.

**Chromalive® Penlight Set Elite**

**THE PACKAGE INCLUDES:**
- Penlight (gold plated or silver-chromed)
- 2 interchangeable quartz crystal heads,
- 7 colour filters, ultra-light special LED
- Instruction booklet,
- A high quality carrying case

This penlight is an ideal therapy and beauty tool for dissolving tensions, harmonizing scars, colour massaging larger skin areas in the face, hands, feet and meridians.

**Spa Wellness Package**

**SPA WELLNESS PACKAGE INCLUDES:**
- One single hand biofeedback sensor (2 sizes available),
- Aura and Chromalive® software,
- Chromalive® Elite Silver Penlight Set
- Attractive Auramed carrying case.

**Biopulsar-Reflexograph® Hardware - Options and Upgrades**

**SPA & BEAUTY STUDIO**

**PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL**

**Biopulsar-Reflexograph® Software - Options and Upgrades**

**AURA**

**CHROMALIVE®**

**BIOFEEDBACK**

**CHAKRA**

**THERAPY ASSISTANT**
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